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“The Millenial generation’s mission is to work together to change the 
world for the better. Connecting to Change the World is destined to become 
the guidebook for building the generative social networks they will use to 
accomplish their goal. Everyone interested in making global change hap-
pen at the local level will benefit from following the sage advice built on 
practical experience that permeates the pages of  this book.”

-	Morley Winograd, coauthor, Millennial Momentum:  
How a New Generation is Remaking America

“As government leaders steer more and row less, networks become an 
indispensable tool to solve complex problems and achieve critical public 
goals. This insightful book will tell you everything you need to know to 
create and use networks effectively. Beautifully written, with case studies 
woven throughout, it is as entertaining as it is useful. I wish I had read it 
twenty-five years ago!”

-	David Osborne, coauthor of  Reinventing Government, 
Banishing Bureaucracy, The Reinventor’s Fieldbook, and  
The Price of  Government

“Whether you’re a social entrepreneur, a nonprofit executive, a funder, or 
a grassroots activist, you’ll find strategies, tools, and cases that you can use 
to power your vision as well as your everyday work. Connecting to Change 
the World is essential reading for anyone who’s passionate about using net-
works to advance social change.”

– Kathy Reich, Director of  Organizational Effectiveness 
Grantmaking, David and Lucile Packard Foundation

“Connecting to Change the World provides social entrepreneurs with a power-
ful new tool for organizing change—the creation of  generative networks 
that empower and unleash the complementary energies of  large numbers 
of  independent and interdependent actors. Incorporating lessons from doz-
ens of  networks in a host of  fields—many of  which they had a hand in 
improving—the authors advance the understanding and practice of  an im-
portant emerging tool for social change, providing specific steps to success 
and important insights. I highly recommend this book to anyone serious 
about unleashing social change.”

– Bob Friedman, Founder and Chair, Corporation for 
Enterprise Development (CFED); Board Member, 
Family Independence Initiative, Child and Youth Finance 
International, the Rosenberg Foundation

Advance praise for Connecting to Change the World



“Inspiring, practical advice for the most powerful pathway for social im-
pact—the authors bring decades of  deep experience in the most dynamic 
organizing model for creating change. This is a guidebook for twenty-first-
century social transformation.”

– Graham Richard, Chief  Executive Officer,  
Advanced Energy Economy

“Is there a twenty-first-century blueprint for sustainable social change? If, 
like me, you’ve been working in the trenches to grow a new world only 
to be stumped by the very real barriers of  weak tools—foolhardy busi-
ness models, unimaginative value propositions, and the twentieth-century 
hangover of  scale—then this is the book for you. Connecting to Change the 
World sheds light on why some organizations feel like heavy bricks, whereas 
others defy gravity. Read on to discover how to situate yourself  to grow 
social change that lives on longer than we do and goes to places we hadn’t 
imagined. “

– Richard McCarthy, Executive Director for Slow Food USA

“The authors of Connecting to Change the World have rightly concluded that 
pooling talent and resources to address complex social and environmental 
problems is the only way to go. Their highly readable new book explains 
the art of  creating collaborative solutions. Architecture 2030 is pleased to 
have worked with the authors when forming a national network of  city-
based 2030 Districts—local networks focused on carbon emissions, energy, 
and water reductions. We enthusiastically endorse their approach and rec-
ommend their new book to individuals and groups committed to solving 
problems and ensuring a positive impact.”

– Ed Mazria, Founder and Chief  Executive Officer, 
Architecture 2030 

“An important contribution to the growing literature on networks, Connect-
ing to Change the World offers startlingly useful guidance to those who need 
to navigate a changing new world increasingly represented by links and 
nodes. Avoiding the hyperbole and conjecture that sometimes accompany 
claims on the potential of  networks, the authors rely on their research and 
experience to pinpoint the benefits and limitations of  networks. As a per-
son who works with policy makers and is actively engaged in philanthropy, 
this will become a well-worn reference book.”

-Anita R. Brown-Graham, Director, Institute for  
Emerging Issues, NC State University
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If  you want to go quickly, go alone.
If  you want to go far, go together.

— African proverb

I must confess that I’ve never trusted the Web. I’ve always 
seen it as a coward’s tool. Where does it live? How do you 
hold it personally responsible? Can you put a distributed 
network of  fiber-optic cable “on notice”? And is it male or 
female? In other words, can I challenge it to a fight?

— Stephen Colbert

The atom is the icon of  the twentieth century. The atom 
whirls alone. It is the metaphor for individuality. But the 
atom is the past. The symbol for the next century is the 
net. The net has no center, no orbits, no certainty. It is an 
indefinite web of  causes. The net is the archetype displayed to 
represent all circuits, all intelligence, all interdependence, all 
things economic, social, or ecological, all communications, all 
democracy, all families, all large systems, almost all that we 
find interesting and important.
     Whereas the atom represents clean simplicity, the net 
channels messy complexity.

— Kevin Kelly
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Which Kind of  Network?

Builders of  social-impact networks must choose which of  three kinds of  
networks to create: a connectivity, alignment, or production network. 
each of  these has a different capability and, therefore, can have different 
impacts.

a connectivity network links people to allow them to exchange infor-
mation easily and, often, to learn as a result of  the interchange. It doesn’t 
try to do more than that. Such networks can be important to social-
change agents concerned about the isolation of  particular individuals or 
groups from other people. Schools in segregated urban or isolated rural 
areas, for example, might connect students with adults in workplaces who 
act as mentors and guide student projects—a way of  exposing the kids 
to new information about how the world works. Foundations and other 
institutions provide resources to leaders from scores of  communities in a 
geographic region to spend time with each other at retreats or summits 
and gain new information about what their neighbors are thinking and 
doing. In 2006, for instance, Je hoon Lee, an associate research professor 
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at the University of  Southern California, started the network of  Korean 
american Leaders, bringing together second-generation Korean american 
professionals to connect them to each other and to first-generation lead-
ers in the Korean american community. the purpose: “to create a power-
ful pipeline of  Korean american leaders that crosses political, economic,  
social, and cultural ‘silos.’”

an alignment network links people for a different purpose: to help 
them to create and share a set of  ideas, goals, and strategies. this allows 
them to more efficiently exchange information and coordinate with each 
other as a group. alignment is the principle purpose of  networks of  or-
ganizations like re-aMp and the Learning network of  Greater Kalama-
zoo. their members align around an overarching goal, such as reducing 
carbon emissions or improving the local education system’s results, and 
then coordinate or revise their activities to achieve that goal. Many of  
the growing number of  “collective impact” community collaboratives are 
alignments of  local organizations designed to improve a local system. In 
2013, the Garfield Foundation focused on the power of  alignment when 
it launched a new collaborative-networks program to emulate its experi-
ence building the re-aMp network. It circulated a request for Letters of  
Inquiry to see what might emerge from the field and to gauge interest 
in collaborative network approaches to solving complex problems. the 
foundation was looking for collaborators who “are inspired by opportuni-
ties to create collective impact” and would align around “shared insights 
and strategies.” More than 800 organizations responded, grouped in 64 
submissions—another indication, says Garfield’s Jennie Curtis, that “there 
is huge interest in network approaches to solving complex problems.”

Builders of  a production network foster collective action by members 
to produce innovative practices, public-policy proposals, and other out-
puts for social impact. reboot is a production network; its members cre-
ate movies, books, new cultural and religious organizations, and more. 
Members of  the Fire Learning network invent and test ways of  using fire 
to support a landscape’s environmental health. In 2008, the Massachu-
setts Interagency Council on housing and homelessness established 10 
regional networks of  public and nonprofit organizations to test proven 
best practices and develop innovations for delivering services for home-
less people. “Five regional networks tested innovations to prevent 
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individuals from becoming homeless,” reported a 2011 evaluation of  the 
program. “two networks tested triage models to ensure appropriate rap-
id rehousing and stabilization services for individuals. In addition, eight 
networks developed plans to pursue low-threshold housing strategies for 
unaccompanied chronically homeless adults in their region.” they were 
production networks.

these different types of  social-impact networks accomplish different 
things, so deciding which kind you want to build depends in part on what 
you’re trying to do. But each kind poses different requirements, and this 
should be factored into your approach, too.

Must Dos

Connectivity is the foundation of  a successful social-impact network. 
Develop strong connections among members and, at a minimum, you’ll 
have a connectivity network. But if  you want to construct an alignment 
network, you still have to start with connections and then build on them. 
and if  you want to build a production network, here too you start by 
developing connections. Whatever the objective, the starting point is to 
forge connections, and this involves much more than introducing mem-
bers to each other. Making connections is such an important topic that we 
devote chapter 3 to how it’s done. 

Creating alignment and production networks requires members—or-
ganizations or individuals—to align around common goals; they must 
come to shared understandings about definitions, ideas, and even lan-
guage. this usually takes facilitation, time, and patience, especially if  the 
members have little experience working together or if  they have been 
rivals for funding or other resources. For a network’s members to attain 
production, after they have been able to connect and then align, they 
must collaborate in and manage production processes that are rarely easy 
to pull off.

Many network builders want to create a production network. Given 
the complex nature of  the social problems they tackle, they see a need 
for a network to produce more than just connections and alignment. But 
conducting joint production by network members takes collaboration 
to a new level of  complexity, because it requires members to specify the 
product or service, assemble the right set of  capacities to perform the 
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production, agree to responsibilities, and establish a production process 
with schedules, inputs, and coordination that have to be enforced. the 
network builder’s challenge, then, is to navigate through a developmental 
sequence that builds connectivity, then alignment, and then production 
capabilities. We don’t know if  the connect-align-produce sequence is an 
iron law of  network building, but it’s definitely a pathway to success.

Some network organizers start with a connectivity network in mind, 
and then find that, as connections are made, the potential for members 
to align emerges, and after that members start to undertake collective 
projects. We saw this, for instance, in the West Michigan Manufacturers 
Council, which started by connecting company Ceos for peer-to-peer ex-
change, then aligned them around creating a framework for world-class 
manufacturing. after that, the members produced training programs for 
other manufacturing companies. other networks aim for alignment, but 
shift into production when they find that coordinating their members’ 
efforts isn’t going to be enough to reach the goals they’ve set; they need 
more powerful impact. Some network builders find that, although they 
want to build a production network, their efforts get stuck at the connec-
tivity or the alignment stage—and collaborative projects don’t emerge. 
they can’t get to the next level of  network development. In chapter 4 we 
discuss how network builders take a network through the connectivity, 
alignment, and production stages.

Whatever type of  social-impact network you’re building, it won’t au-
tomatically become generative and able to sustain a high level of  mem-
ber engagement, activity, and adaptation. how do you ensure that your 
network members continue to learn, grow, and take action together? You 
make a social-impact network generative by building on the basic human 
desire to connect, share, belong, and make a difference. essentially, you 
add powerful social dynamics to the unique, decentralized network struc-
ture that unleashes the advantages we discussed earlier. In a network, 
two social forces are set into motion: the generosity with which mem-
bers treat each other and the shared sense of  identity they develop. a 
network’s members give to each other. “the net rewards generosity,” says 
former Wired executive editor Kevin Kelly; a network, he says, is “a gift 
economy.” It’s a splendid description. Members give away their knowl-
edge, skills, connections, and resources. they give in the expectation that 
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giving to others will be rewarded by getting from others, that mutual 
exchange—reciprocity between members—will occur in the network. 
(anthropologists call this phenomenon “generalized reciprocity.”) When 
this member-to-member exchange happens, the network’s structural ad-
vantages magnify the value of  the gifts, efficiently spreading the benefit 
to other members who, in turn, enhance it and spread it even further. as a 
result, members don’t just bond with the members with whom they have 
engaged; they develop a feeling for, a loyalty toward, and a willingness to 
support the network as a whole. the network is a gift that keeps them 
giving. Being a “good citizen” of  the network becomes highly personal 
and important.

When you successfully take a network down these developmental 
paths toward greater capability and generativity, what you get is what you 
saw in our earlier descriptions of  networks: members who freely contrib-
ute their skills and talent to a unique capacity they own together; who ef-
ficiently reach whomever they need to reach in order to obtain the infor-
mation and resources they need; who readily attract new members to add 
their value to the network; who act independently and in alignment, even 
though no one is in charge; and who, when their collective actions achieve 
impact, are eager to increase their contributions to and aspirations for the 
network—in a virtuous cycle that feeds the network’s momentum.

Initiating these developmental processes is the principal task of  start-
ing a generative social-impact network.
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C h a p t e r  f o u r

Network evolution

a generative network’s capabilities, complexity, and potential 
for impact increase as the connectivity of  its members deep-
ens and the structure of  their connectivity evolves.

Begin with the end in mind.
— Steven Covey

Social relationships evolve. Some friends become best friends, some 
become enemies. people drift apart from each other. Casual acquain-

tances become staunch allies. Clusters of  people—think of  your high 
school or college crowd—stick together for years or become separated 
by distance and experience. Sports and workplace teams meld into high 
performers, but they don’t stay that way forever.

What’s true in society is true in social-impact networks. they evolve, 
and network builders can and should be highly intentional about guiding 
their network’s evolution. recognizing a network’s potential evolution-
ary patterns can help you to anticipate and manage opportunities and 
challenges likely to come your way. and comparing your network to an 
idealized model of  network development can help you assess just how 
your network is doing and what you might want to do next. By “evolu-
tion” we mean that networks undergo a process of  change in which they 
develop better capability, more complex structure, and greater impact. 
these changes don’t happen automatically. Many networks stagnate and 
disband before their potential has been achieved. Networks aren’t going 
to live forever, but they can become disabled or die prematurely. We’re 
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not saying that networks have entirely predictable evolutionary patterns 
validated by scientific experimentation. But when we’ve closely examined 
how robust generative social-impact networks became successful and 
sustained, and when we’ve studied the research on social networks, two 
fairly consistent patterns were evident:

•	 The	development	of 	 a	network’s	 capability,	what	 its	members	
are able to do together, progresses from connectivity to align-
ment to production.

•	 The	development	of 	a	network’s	connectivity	structure,	which	
channels flows of  information and resources among members, 
progresses toward greater intricacy and decentralization.

The “C-A-P” Sequence

We briefly described the first evolutionary pattern in chapter 1, the con-
nect-to-align-to-produce sequence that develops a network’s capability for 
collective action and impact. In each phase the nature of  member connec-
tivity builds on and becomes more advanced than in the previous phase. 
In the connection phase, members exchange information and build trust. 
You can see this in the story of  Kathy Moxon and the Networks united 
for a rural Voice described in chapter 3. NurV’s strangers started by shar-
ing information, getting to know each other, at the Scottsdale encounter. 
In the connecting phase, a network builder’s principal task is to weave 
members together.

In the alignment phase, members capitalize on their connections to 
discover, explore, and define goals, strategies, and opportunities that 
they share. as they do this, their connections deepen, and their appetite 
grows for taking collective action related to what they align around. as 
NurV’s members became connected and built trust in each other, they 
developed a shared identity and agenda as a network. other social-impact 
networks, such as re-aMp and the Learning Network of  Greater Kalam-
azoo, aligned around ambitious goals. During alignment, the principal 
task of  network builders is to facilitate members’ efforts to reach com-
mon ground.

alignment sets the stage for the production phase in which mem-
bers organize to take joint action. organizing production adds new 
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dimensions to members’ relationships, since they must go through the 
process of  agreeing on, designing, and implementing projects. this re-
quires members to make decisions and commitments that are far more 
demanding and consequential than connecting and aligning. In NurV’s 
evolution, as members developed a collective sense of  who they were and 
what they wanted to do, they began to collaborate on policy-change proj-
ects to create impact. Similarly, reboot members began to produce films, 
music CDs, publications, and other products for Jewish american audi-
ences—processes that employed their talents, but required substantial ef-
fort and dedication. In this phase, the network builder focuses on helping 
members to organize and implement collective performance of  projects.

although we’ve presented this unfolding as an orderly sequence, in 
many networks it occurs in much messier fashion. Imagine a network 
in which some members are connecting, while others are aligning, and 
others are producing; some are engaged in clusters of  members that are 
moving through the phases of  the sequence; some have completed a pro-
duction phase and are starting the sequence again by connecting with 
other members to align and then produce something else. this is the look 
of  a generative social-impact network of  evolving social relationships, a 
robust platform for sustained production and impact.

We’ve worked with networks that didn’t start by investing intensely 
in building connections among members. they jumped right to align-
ment and collaboration. this is often the case with coalitions and alli-
ances, whose members come together for a campaign or other action to 
achieve a particular public-policy change or other specific result. there’s 
nothing wrong with that one-time approach—unless what you have in 
mind is to build a generative network with the staying power to tackle 
a generative problem. as we mentioned in chapter 1, some alliances re-
alize that they want to keep working together and become generative. 
this happened in the Western adaptation alliance, which for two years 
successfully brought together eight communities spread across the west-
ern united States to learn how to plan their cities’ adaptations to climate 
change, using similar methods and shared data. In the process, the group 
met twice, focusing almost exclusively on the content of  their work and 
coached by outside experts. and the alliance held a two-day “leadership 
academy” attended by teams from each community. the project was 
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going well, but in 2013 Vicki Bennett, Salt Lake City’s director of  the of-
fice of  Sustainability, and a few other members were concerned about the 
alliance. Some founding members had changed jobs and left the network, 
and their replacements were still getting up to speed. So were the new 
members from four additional communities. Meanwhile, members had 
moved ahead with adaptation planning at different speeds; some were at 
a beginning stage, some were in the middle of  planning, and some were 
implementing plans. “We’ve been so busy collaborating that now we have 
to look at how to keep this network going,” Bennett explains. Conditions 
were changing, and the alliance, once concentrated on getting its cho-
sen work done, needed to become more generative. our advice: start by 
strengthening the foundation of  connections that a generative network 
must have.

early in a social-impact network’s life, thinking about the connect-
align-produce sequence allows network builders to ask themselves this 
crucial question: are network members forging the quality of  connec-
tions—building the extensive bandwidth of  shared information and the 
sense of  trust—that will lead them to be willing and able to undertake the 
more difficult work of  aligning around specific goals and ideas or produc-
ing new products and services? If  the answer is no, then you have to focus 
seriously on deepening member connectivity. If  it’s yes, then you can start 
to introduce into the network opportunities for alignment or production.

Aligning and Producing

how does connectivity become alignment? how does alignment become 
production? What can a network builder do to push these development 
processes forward?

alignment is a process in which members reach shared understand-
ings. In re-aMp, the Learning Network of  Greater Kalamazoo, or Strive 
in Greater Cincinnati, alignment was around shared goals and measurable 
indicators of  success embraced by organizations in the networks. But you 
can’t agree on goals and measures without first agreeing on definitions of  
words and ideas. In the West Michigan Manufacturers Council, the most 
crucial member alignment was around a framework of  what they meant 
by “world-class manufacturing.” It had nine categories of  practice, includ-
ing planning, Systems thinking, Core Business processes, Measurement, 
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and process Improvement. for uSDN, one alignment the members pur-
sued was around an agenda of  federal government policies that could 
help cities advance their sustainability. Getting to agreements of  this 
sort involves analyzing, comparing, and synthesizing the many differing 
points of  view that members may have, and then having members for-
mally endorse the result. this process involves managing group dynamics 
and almost always includes members having to make adjustments in their 
thinking, so it’s usually best done with skilled facilitation that enables the 
process without having a stake in a particular point of  view. the process 
typically takes much more of  the members’ time, and it may require re-
search to learn more about the topic for which alignment’s being sought. 
as a result, alignment requires more of  members and involves more risk 
of  disappointment than just connecting and exchanging information.

In many networks, the primary mechanism for alignment is the for-
mation of  working groups of  members, usually set up around particular 
topics. Working groups often start out as settings in which members build 
connections with each other by sharing their experiences and knowledge. 
But once this has been done, they become settings in which to dive more 
deeply into a topic and explore the potential of  alignment. “Collabora-
tives with a narrow focus also tend to have a few working groups,” re-
ports the Bridgespan Group, “but those tackling more than one issue (for 
instance ‘cradle-to-career’ collaboratives such as Strive Cincinnati) often 
maintain many separate subgroups or committees. Strive’s 30-member 
executive committee oversees five strategy teams focused on the five core 
priorities of  the partnership.” each year, uSDN operates 15–20 working 
groups that reflect members’ priority interests. the Kalamazoo learning 
network set up three working groups, called “action teams,” to align or-
ganizations in the community around improving kindergarten readiness, 
college and career readiness, and adult learning.

Working groups can also serve as bridges to the production stage in a 
network, in which collaborating members develop and implement proj-
ects based on alignment they have achieved. uSDN created an internal 
fund that provides grants of  up to $100,000 to collaborating members who 
are developing or spreading an innovative practice or policy for urban sus-
tainability. the Innovation fund is directed by a 15-member steering com-
mittee, and all projects must have at least four collaborating members, 
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although most have many more than that. the fund could not have been 
established in uSDN’s early years when members were connecting but 
hadn’t yet aligned around any particular interest. But the idea of  a fund 
that supported collaboration and innovation took hold, and the steering 
committee—a working group—became the setting in which agreements 
were reached about the fund’s purpose, goals, and grant programs, such 
as periodic requests for proposals. the committee also scores all propos-
als and decides which ones to fund.

the working-group model was particularly important in the evolu-
tion of  the partnership fund for New York. once henry Kravis had per-
suaded hundreds of  corporate and financial-institution officials to volun-
teer to help the fund invest millions of  dollars in business start-ups to 
help diversify the New York City economy, the next step was to figure out 
how to organize the network’s production. to provide guidance, Kravis 
says, “We invited a lot of  creative thinkers, to see where the ball would 
land.” It landed everywhere—one advisor focused on education, another 
on retailing, and yet another on health care. “We shook our heads,” Kra-
vis recalls. he had to cancel the fund’s first scheduled meeting because 
there was no course of  action to recommend. Kravis turned to Kathryn 
Wylde, an expert in housing and neighborhood development, to organize 
the network, and she created “sector groups” to bring together people 
with expertise or interest in different economic sectors—Media and en-
tertainment, health Care and Sciences, and others—to look for, develop, 
and vet possible investment deals for new or expanding businesses. the 
brainpower and experience amassed in just one sector group, Media and 
entertainment, led one Wall Street veteran to call it “the best media invest-
ment bank in the world.” the fund’s sector groups provided a way for 
some, but not necessarily all, network members to start to work together 
to achieve a particular aspect of  the network’s purpose.

In the fund’s case, working groups were based on economic sec-
tors, since the fund was looking for business investment opportunities. 
But the logic of  what working groups work on depends on the purpose 
and nature of  the network. In re-aMp, the main working groups were 
based on the network’s four strategies for achieving its climate-change 
goals. at Lawrence CommunityWorks, working groups formed around 
various programs the network offered, such as a sewing club, community 
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revitalization committees, a financial literacy course, and leadership de-
velopment classes. uSDN organizes working groups around the priority 
interests of  members and their willingness to sign up for and engage in the 
groups. a working group has a focus—a topic or a task. It may be porous: 
network members can join and also may drop out as they choose. It has 
a champion, one or more network members who organize the group’s 
efforts, setting meeting agendas and facilitating the sessions. uSDN ap-
points cochairs for working groups, so if  one chair is not available or 
leaves the network, the working group can continue without disruption. 
the working group may also have network staff  that supports its work.

Shifting into production further ups the ante on members’ commit-
ment. It creates a level of  member interdependence that is much deeper 
than connecting and aligning. It requires detailed agreements about who 
will do what when and coordination and management of  production pro-
cesses. the collaborating producers must have time together to make de-
cisions and ways to hold each other accountable for delivering what they 
committed to do.

Because production can be so demanding for a network, if  often 
makes sense to start with experiments or pilots. “encourage initial col-
laborations to be ‘small acts’ or projects,” recommends holley, and then 
“help small projects move to scale.” the uSDN Innovation fund started 
with $100,000 to provide in grants; several years later, after members had 
demonstrated a strong interest in developing and implementing innova-
tion projects, the fund had more than $800,000 to invest, and uSDN had 
established several other grant funds for its members to access.

Shape Shifting

the second evolutionary process in network development involves the 
shape or structure of  a network’s connectivity. a core of  members forms 
the initial shape of  connectivity in a developing network. to explain where 
things go from there, we examine a case in which a network’s shape has 
evolved substantially in a fairly short time.

In September 2013, uSDN members in their fifth annual meeting 
viewed a slide of  what looked like schematic drawings of  the unfinished 
Death Star in Star Wars movies. Julia parzen, uSDN’s managing direc-
tor, announced that “connections among members are deepening and 
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collaborations are increasing more than ever before.” Some of  the evi-
dence was in the pictures—circular masses with thick interiors and spiky 
exteriors. these were maps, produced by mapping software, of  the con-
nections among network members: each dot was a member, each line 
a link. they showed who was linked to whom, with what strength of  
relationship. these and other connectivity maps for each of  the net-
work’s five years showed how uSDN’s connectivity had evolved. every 
year members had answered a survey in which they identified their ties 
to other members. the strength of  members’ connections was measured 
on a sliding scale that progressed from “exchange useful information 
with this person on a regular basis” to “work directly with this person on 
one or more projects” to “depend on this person regularly for important 
advice.” the aggregated data were used to produce the intriguing maps 
and a mathematical analysis of  the network’s overall connectivity. other 
color-coded maps that parzen displayed depicted factors that might affect 
the number and strength of  members’ ties: how long they’d been in the 
network; how active they were; how often they used uDSN’s website; the 
size of  their city and the region it was in. every year the maps and analy-
ses were shared with uSDN members and used to develop strategies for 
increasing members’ connectivity. (Chapter 6 explains the use of  network 
maps.)

as a network’s members connect, align, and produce with each other 
over and over, new patterns of  linkage appear; the network takes on dif-
ferent shapes. perhaps the most familiar network structure is the hub-
and-Spoke, in which one node in the network connects to many other 
nodes unconnected to each other. that hub node becomes the network’s 
“connectivity center” through which information and value flow to the 
other nodes. But quite different shapes also commonly arise in networks:

•	 Cluster: every node is connected to every other node; there is no 
hub that everyone goes through.

•	 Multiple-Hubs: two or more hubs (with their many spokes) are 
connected to each other.

•	 Many-Channels: Many members connect directly with each oth-
er, typically in addition to their connections with hubs and in 
clusters.
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each structure enables connectivity among nodes in different ways 
and affects the flows in a network. for instance, a hub-and-spoke struc-
ture may be a great starting structure for your network, since the hub 
can be a source of  energy and coherent direction, but many network or-
ganizers find that a central hub can eventually become a bottleneck that 
slows down information flows and gets in the way of  relationship build-
ing among the other network members. a cluster of  tight relationships 
can do well at combining organizational competencies into a disciplined 
production process, but it’s not necessarily the best structure for rapidly 
growing a network, since new members may find it difficult to break into 
a close-knit set of  members. a multiple-hub structure can readily serve 
the task of  mobilizing many people, because it takes only a relatively few 
nodes to connect to all nodes. and the many-channels shape tends to sup-
port rapid diffusion of  information and responses through its numerous 
connections among members.

In 2004, Valdis Krebs, an expert network analyst, and June holley, an 
avid network builder, depicted what a robust generative network’s struc-
tural progression might look like, based on the evolution of  the appala-
chian Center for economic Networks (aCenet), a network of  food, wood, 
and technology entrepreneurs in 29 counties in southeastern ohio. their 
multistage model, which we’ve revised slightly, is instructive because each 
connectivity structure in the evolution poses benefits and risks for the 
network’s development.

Many Channels
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the starting point, of  course, is unconnected nodes, scattered people 
and organizations and their networks.

When someone weaves these nodes together, typically a single hub-
and-spoke structure emerges, with the founder/weaver as the hub con-
nected to a set of  other nodes, most of  which are not connected to each 
other. Where things go from there matters; a dominant hub is a network’s 
friend—and can also be its enemy. Whoever organizes a network be-
comes, for a little while at least, its hub. hubs can become very influential 
in a network, and they tend to get more powerful over time, because new 
members tend to prefer to link to more-connected members. as a net-
work expands, network researchers say, the “rich get richer,” meaning the 

Hub-and-Spoke

Scattered Emergence
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more-connected nodes tend to attract more new connections. there’s a 
point in a network’s early life when a dominant hub-and-spoke structure 
is extremely useful, perhaps essential.

But, as noted earlier, the same structure can become a problem. two 
networks started by the International Institute for Sustainable Develop-
ment (IISD)—a Sustainable Development Communications Network and 
trade Knowledge Network—started as hub-and-spoke structures with 
IISD serving as the hub for the network. IISD connected to all the net-
work members, but the members did not connect much with each other, 
except through the IISD hub. Members had no real opportunities to ex-
change experiences and work with each other, and they were not account-
able to each other for their work on projects the network undertook. the 
structure did not promote collaboration. “We realized,” write IISD’s 
heather Creech and terri Willard, “that more-collaborative models sup-
port sharing and creation of  new knowledge, better linkages to policy 
processes and extended relationships, and capacity development across 
the network.” In short, if  a network remains in a hub-and-spoke configu-
ration, then its growth and development will probably be limited. and 
if  a network’s dominant hub should “fail” for any reason, the network 
members could be left unconnected.

When a network’s early hubs promote evolution, instead of  trying to 
extend their dominance, then more and more nodes become connected 
with each other, and a many-channels structure emerges in which nodes 
connect with each other directly, rather than just through hubs, to share 
information and resources. this can be an exciting development, as all 
of  the connecting creates new opportunities for network members. But 
it also can be a confusing and frustrating time; if  the flow of  possibili-
ties outpaces the network’s capacity for taking advantage of  them, the 
network will be more chaotic than orderly. as this evolution occurs, a 
new order emerges structurally: as some nodes build stronger connec-
tions with each other and/or bring their connections into the network, a 
multiple-hubs and multiple-clusters structure develops.

In aCenet, both of  these changes happened. Several of  the nodes—
businesses and nonprofit organizations—began to build their own net-
works within the larger network. eventually multiple hubs emerged: a 
Mexican restaurant became the hub of  other restaurants, while a bakery 
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became a hub that helped food entrepreneurs develop new recipes. a few 
years later, a farmers market brought together some 90 farmers and lo-
cal food vendors—another aCenet hub adding even more nodes to the 
network. even as a network develops multiple hubs and clusters, it may 
also maintain a many-channels structure, through which nodes connect 
with each other outside of  their hubs and clusters, and within which hubs 
connect to each other.

uSDN’s 2013 connectivity maps showed that it had become a many-
channels network with a high level of  connections among nearly all mem-
bers, a large number of  hubs connected with many other members, and an 
emerging set of  clusters of  tightly connected members who together were 
aligning and, in some cases, producing. Within this larger pattern, as we de-
scribed earlier, a core of  members had strongly connected with each other 
and taken active roles in developing the network. Quite a few of  these core 
members served as “bridgers” between clusters. We also saw this bridging 
phenomenon when we mapped the reboot network—identifying a set of  
members who connected across the network’s three main geographic clus-
ters of  members in Los angeles, New York, and San francisco.

In a final evolutionary development, when a network has estab-
lished a core structured of  multiple hubs and clusters and many-channel 

Many Channels
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connections, it can start to focus outside of  its structure, on the potential 
of  entering into mutually beneficial relationships with other organiza-
tions or individuals at its periphery. “the periphery allows us to reach 
ideas and information not currently prevalent in the network,” explain 
Krebs and holley, “while the core allows us to act on those ideas and in-
formation.” When a network starts to engage with entities outside of  its 
own membership, seeking to draw their energy into the network’s influ-
ence, then it has very likely developed a complex but relatively stable core.

Using Foresight

the two paths of  network evolution—the shift of  capability from con-
necting to aligning and producing, and the shift of  structure from single 
hub to many channels and multiple hubs and clusters—are entwined. In-
creasing connections among members requires a structure that enables 
much more connecting than a single hub will allow. aligning members 
involves hubs that help to bring nodes together around ideas and goals. 
organizing production—designing and implementing collective work—
requires clusters, because nodes have to enter into and sustain close, dis-
ciplined interaction.

You can use these evolutionary models to anticipate what your net-
work may need in the future and, therefore, what might be useful to do 
in the present.

Core Periphery
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at the start-up stage, for instance, you can anticipate the need to ensure 
that the initial organizing hub or hubs don’t remain dominant and stifle 
the emergence of  many-channels and multiple-hubs connectivity. that 
could mean helping the organizing hubs (perhaps including yourself ) to 
shape evolution-friendly intentions, and, if  necessary, helping them let 
go of  their dominant position. It might also mean helping other nodes 
in the network develop into hubs. at the same time, you can anticipate 
that, as the network shifts from a single-hub shape into a many-channels 
or multiple-hubs shape, members’ communications with each other will 
become more frequent and complicated, and therefore the network will 
need better communications tools to support connectivity.

as the network develops, clusters that want to align and produce will 
need different types of  support than they did at the connectivity stage; 
for instance, facilitation of  group processes and organization of  collective 
work. at the same time, as clusters emerge in a network, there’s some 
risk that the network could pull apart, if  members feel their connections 
and work in clusters are much more valuable than their connections and 
work in the broader network. So you can anticipate the need to continue 
to revise the overall network’s collective value proposition so it is differ-
ent from the value created by clustering and still engages the interest of  
members.

finally, network builders should recognize that the periphery can be 
useful as a source of  connections that members don’t have or as a partner 
in production. “the network should not work in a vacuum from other 
groups interested and involved in similar work,” says one network re-
searcher. But—and this shouldn’t be ignored—it takes energy to engage 
organizations and individuals at the network’s periphery, and unless the 
network’s evolution has gotten far enough along, it may not be able to do 
a good job of  managing periphery relationships.

In these ways, considering the implications of  your network’s poten-
tial evolutionary paths can allow you to prepare for the big challenges of  
managing an ongoing network.
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